NEW RELEASE: Yangarra 2018 Single Site Offer

East End Cellars is pleased to present the following pre-arrival offer for the 2018 Single Site releases
from Yangarra, featuring the King’s Wood Shiraz, Ovitelli Grenache and Roux Beauté Roussanne. The
Kings Wood Shiraz 2017 sold out before it could hit the shelves last year, so now is the best
opportunity to get a bottle in your hands.
Please see the following notes on this release from Yangarra’s chief winemaker, Pete Fraser:
Vintage Summary: The 2018 growing season was a textbook growing season, a very mild spring, a
generally dry summer. With moderate yields, we harvested relatively early on the 10th of March (a fruit
day in the biodynamic calendar). The 2018 wines produced typically darker and more intense wines.

Order Form
Yangarra Single-Site 2018 Offer

RRP

Offer

2018 Roux Beaute Roussanne

$56

$50

2018 Ovitelli Grenache

$56

2018 Kingswood Shiraz

$56

Order

SOLD OUT

$50

Name:
Card Number:

Expiry:

CCV:

Delivery Address:
Delivery Instructions:
Phone Number

Email Address

Please note that these wines are limited, so please forward your order and wish-list ASAP to
sales@eastendcellars.com.au or call us on (08) 8232 5300 to speak to a sales assistant.
DELIVERY: FREE on all orders within 5km of the Adelaide CBD otherwise a $15 shipping charge applies.

NEW RELEASE: Yangarra 2018 Single Site Offer
Yangarra Estate King’s Wood Shiraz 2018

RRP $56.00

OFFER $50.00

Variety: 100% Shiraz
Sourced exclusively from block 12 on our single vineyard estate
Region: Kangarilla, McLaren Vale
Vine age: 20 years
Elevation: 150-180m above sea level
Soil type: weathered sands mixed with ironstone gravels
We have produced the “whole bunch” shiraz since 2009. The use of whole bunches has become part of all our
shiraz winemaking, and we felt this wine had the opportunity to further evolve. We had started introducing large
format foudre in 2017, and a single block of shiraz (block 12) started to show its head with a particular style that
was very much suited to whole bunch and large format oak. The whole bunch label has evolved to become the
king’s wood.

Yangarra Estate Ovitelli Grenache 2018

RRP $56.00

OFFER $50.00

Variety: 100% Grenache
Region: estate grown in kangarilla, mclaren vale
Vine age: 74 years
Elevation: 200m above sea level
The name ‘ovitelli’ is a portmanteau of ‘ovi’ and ‘vitelli’ meaning ‘egg’ and ‘life’ respectively. The ovitelli grenache is
our most perfumed and elegant grenache from the sands at yangarra. The vibrant fruit of the dry-grown 1946
planted bush vines is rewarded with a long, luxurious ferment and a whole autumn on skins in big ceramic eggs.
This is our most elegant grenache with great emphasis on perfume, tension and precision.

Yangarra Estate Roux Beauté Roussanne 2018

RRP $56.00

OFFER $50.00

100% Roussanne
Region: Estate-grown in Kangarilla, McLaren Vale
Vine age: 15 years
Elevation: 150m above sea level
Soil Type: Weathered sands mixed with ironstone gravels
Roux Beauté began as a winemaking trial in 2013, with the intention of growing and making an extraordinary
Roussanne. The grapes fermented and matured on their skins in big 675L ceramic eggs. The resulting wine is
luxuriously textured, and showcases the varietal flavours of Roussanne and the distinctive characters of the site.
It will age wonderfully given time in the cellar. The name “Beauté” captures our intention to beautifully express
the Roussanne varietal and its site. Roux, the French word for ‘russet’, is the likely part origin of the name
Roussanne, and refers to the reddish tinge that forms on the skin of the yellow-green fruit.

